Representing networks in a low dimensional latent space is a crucial task with many interesting applications in graph learning problems, such as link prediction and node classification. A widely applied network representation learning paradigm is based on the combination of random walks for sampling context nodes and the traditional Skip-Gram model to capture center-context node relationships. In this paper, we emphasize on exponential family distributions to capture rich interaction patterns between nodes in random walk sequences. We introduce the generic exponential family graph embedding model, that generalizes random walk-based network representation learning techniques to exponential family conditional distributions. We study three particular instances of this model, analyzing their properties and showing their relationship to existing unsupervised learning models. Our experimental evaluation on real-world datasets demonstrates that the proposed techniques outperform well-known baseline methods in two downstream machine learning tasks.
Introduction
Graphs or networks have become ubiquitous as data from diverse disciplines can naturally be represented as graph structures. Characteristics examples include social, collaboration, information and biological networks, or even networks that are generated by textual information. Besides, graphs are not only useful as models for data representation but can be proven valuable in prediction and learning tasks. For example, one might wish to recommend new friendship relationships in social networks such as Facebook and LinkedIn, predict the missing structure or the role of a protein in a protein-protein interaction graph, or even to discover missing relations between entities in a knowledge graph. To that end, the tasks of learning and analyzing large-scale realworld graph data drive several important applications, but also pose a plethora of challenges.
The major challenge in machine learning on graphs is how to incorporate information about its structure in the learning model. For example, in the case of friendship recommendations in social networks (also known as the link prediction problem), in order to determine whether two unlinked Copyright c 2020, Association for the Advancement of Artificial Intelligence (www.aaai.org). All rights reserved. users are similar, we need to obtain an informative representation of the users and their proximity -that potentially is not fully captured by graph statistics (e.g., centrality criteria) (Chakrabarti, Faloutsos, and McGlohon 2010) , kernel functions (Vishwanathan et al. 2010) , or more generally other handcrafted features extracted from the graph (Liben-Nowell and Kleinberg 2007) . To deal with these challenges, a recent paradigm in network analysis, known as network representation learning (NRL), aims at finding vector representations of nodes (i.e., node embeddings), in such a way that the structure of the network and its various properties are preserved in lower-dimensional representation space. The problem is typically expressed as an optimization task, where the goal is to optimize the mapping function from the graph space to a low-dimensional space, so that proximity relationships in the learned space reflect the structure of the original graph (Hamilton, Ying, and Leskovec 2017; Goyal and Ferrara 2018; Cai, Zheng, and Chang 2018) . Furthermore, in most cases, the feature learning approach is purely unsupervised. That way, after obtaining embeddings, the learned features can further be used in any downstream machine learning task, such as classification and prediction.
Initial studies in network representation learning mostly focused on classical dimensionality reduction techniques via matrix factorization (e.g., (Cao, Lu, and Xu 2015; Tang and Liu 2009)) . Although the success of such approaches in capturing the structural properties of a network, they tend to be, unfortunately, not efficient for large scale networks. Therefore, the community has concentrated on developing alternative approaches, and inspired by the field of natural language processing (NLP) (Mikolov et al. 2013) , randomwalk based methods have become a prominent line of research for network representation learning. Characteristic examples of such approaches constitute DEEPWALK (Perozzi, Al-Rfou, and Skiena 2014) and NODE2VEC (Grover and Leskovec 2016) models. Typically, those methods sample a set of random walks from the input graph, treating them as the equivalent of sentences in natural language, while the nodes visited by the walk are considered as the equivalent of words. The point that essentially differentiates these methods, concerns the strategy that is followed to generate (i.e., sample) node sequences. The idea mainly aims to model center-context node relationships, examining the occurrence of a node within a certain distance with respect to another node (as indicated by the random walk); this information is then utilized to represent the relationship between a pair of nodes. Then, widely used NLP models, such as the Skip-Gram model (Mikolov et al. 2013) , are used to learn node latent representations, examining simple co-occurrence relationships of nodes within the set of random walk sequences.
Nevertheless, Skip-Gram models the conditional distribution of nodes within a random walk based on the softmax function, which might prohibit to capture richer types of interaction patterns among nodes that co-occur within a random walk. Motivated by the aforementioned limitation of current random walk-based NRL methodologies, we argue that considering more expressive conditional probability models to relate nodes within a random walk sequence, might lead to more informative latent node representations.
In particular, we capitalize on exponential family distribution models to capture interactions between nodes in random walks. Exponential families correspond to a mathematically convenient parametric set of probability distributions, which is flexible in representing relationships among entities. More precisely, we introduce the concept of exponential family graph embeddings (EFGE), that generalizes random walk NRL techniques to exponential family conditional distributions. We study three particular instances of the proposed EFGE model that correspond to widely known exponential family distributions, namely the Bernoulli, Poisson and Normal distributions. The extensive experimental evaluation of the proposed models in the tasks of node classification and link prediction suggests that, the proposed EFGE models can further improve the predictive capabilities of node embeddings, compared to traditional Skip-Gram-based and other baseline methods. In addition, we further study the objective function of the proposed parametric models, providing connections to well-known unsupervised graph learning models under appropriate parameter settings.
Contributions. The main contributions of the paper can be summarized as follows:
• We introduce a novel representation learning model, called EFGE, which generalizes classical Skip-Grambased approaches to exponential family distributions, towards more expressive NRL methods that rely on random walks. We study three instances of the model, namely the EFGE-BERN, EFGE-POIS and EFGE-NORM models, that correspond to well-known distributions.
• We show that the objective functions of existing unsupervised and representation learning models, including word embedding in NLP (Mikolov et al. 2013 ) and overlapping community detection (Yang and Leskovec 2013) , can be re-interpreted under the EFGE model.
• In a thorough experimental evaluation, we demonstrate that the proposed exponential family graph embedding models generally outperform widely used baseline approaches in various learning tasks on graphs. In addition, the running time to learn the representations is similar to other Skip-Gram-based models.
Source code. The implementation of the proposed models is provided in the following website: https://abdcelikkanat. github.io/projects/EFGE/.
Preliminary Concepts Random Walk-based Node Embeddings
Let G = (V, E) be a graph, where V and E ⊆ V × V denote the vertex and edge sets respectively. Random-walk based node embedding methods (Perozzi, Al-Rfou, and Skiena 2014; Grover and Leskovec 2016; Ç elikkanat and Malliaros 2018; Ç elikkanat and Malliaros 2019) generate a set of node sequences by simulating random walks that can follow various strategies; node representations are then learned relying on these generated sequences. We use an ordered sequence of nodes w = (w 1 , ..., w L ) ∈ W to denote a walk, if every pair (w l−1 , w l ) belongs to the edge set E for all 1 < l < L. Then, the notation W will represent the set of walks of length L.
Being inspired from the the field of natural language processing and the Skip-Gram model (Mikolov et al. 2013 ) for word embeddings, each walk is considered as a sentence in a document and similarly the surrounding vertices appearing at a certain distance from each node in a walk are defined as the context set of this particular node, which is also called center in our description. More formally, we will use N w γ (w l ) := {w l+j ∈ V : −γ ≤ j ≤ γ, j = 0} to denote the context sequence of node w l in the random walk w ∈ W. Representations of nodes are learned by optimizing the relationship between these center and context node pairs under a certain model. More formally, the objective function of Skip-Gram based models for network representation learning is defined in the following way:
where y w l ,vj represents the relationship between the center w l and context node v in the walk w ∈ W, N is the number of walks, L is length of walks and Ω = (α, β). Note that, we typically learn two embedding vectors α[v] and β[v] for each node v ∈ V, where β[v] corresponds to the vector if the node is interpreted as a center node and α[v] denotes the vector if v is considered as the context of other nodes. In all downstream machine learning applications, we only consider α[v] to represent the embedding vector of v.
Generally speaking, random walk-based network representation learning methods can use different approaches to sample the context of a particular node. For instance, DEEP-WALK performs uniform truncated random walks, while NODE2VEC is based on second order random walks to capture context information. Another crucial point related to Skip-Gram based models, has to do with the way that the relationship among center and context nodes in Eq. (1) is modeled. In particular, DEEPWALK uses the softmax function to model the conditional distribution p(·) of a context node for a given center, in such a way that nodes occurring in similar contexts tend to get close to each other in the latent representation space. In a similar way, NODE2VEC adopts the negative sampling strategy, where it implicitly models cooccurrence relationships of context and center node pairs. As we will present shortly, in our work we rely on exponential family distributions, in order to further extend and generalize random-walk NRL models to conditional probability distribution beyond the softmax function -towards capturing richer types of node interaction patterns.
Exponential Families
In this paragraph, we introduce the exponential family distributions, a parametric set of probability distributions that includes among others the Gaussian, Binomial and Poisson distributions. A class of probability distributions is called exponential family distributions if they can be expressed as
where h is the base measure, η are the natural parameters, T is the sufficient statistic of the distribution and A(η) is the log-normalizer or log-partition function (Andersen 1970). Different choices of base measure and sufficient statistics lead us to obtain different probability distributions. For instance, the base measure and sufficient statistic of the Bernoulli distribution are h(y) = 1 and T (y) = y respectively, while for the Poisson distribution we have h(y) = 1/y! and T (y) = y. As we mentioned above, exponential families contain a wide range of commonly used distributions, providing a general class of models by re-parameterizing distributions in terms of the natural parameters η. That way, we will use the natural parameter η to design a set of network representation learning models, defining η v,u as the product of context and center vectors in the following way:
where f is called the link function. As we will present shortly in the following section, we have many alternative options for the form of the link function f (·).
Proposed Approach
In this section, we will introduce the proposed exponential family graph embedding models, referred to as EFGE. The main idea behind this family of models is to utilize the expressive power of exponential family distribution towards conditioning context nodes with respect to the center node of interest. Initially, we will describe the formulation of the general objective function of the EFGE model, and then we will present particular instances of the model based on different exponential family distributions.
Let W be a collection of node sequences generated by following a random walk strategy over a given graph G, as defined in the previous section. Based on that, we can define a generic objective function to learn node embeddings in the following way:
where y l w l ,v is the observed value indicating the relationship between the center w l and context node v. Here, we aim to find embedding vectors Ω = (α, β) by maximizing the loglikelihood function in Eq. (3). Note that, the objective function in Eq. (3) is quite similar to the one of the Skip-gram model (Mikolov et al. 2013 ) presented in Eq. (1), except that we also include nodes that are not belonging to context sets.
Instead of restricting ourselves to the Sigmoid or Softmax functions in order to model the probability in the objective function of Eq. (3), we provide a generalization assuming that each y w l ,v follows an exponential family distribution. That way, the objective function used to learn node embedding vector sets Ω = (α, β) can be rewritten as follows:
As we can observe, Eq. (4) which is the objective function of the generic EFGE graph embeddings model, generalizes Skip-Gram-based models to exponential family conditional distributions described in Eq.
(2). That way, EFGE models have the additional flexibility to utilize a wide range of exponential distributions, allowing them to capture more complex types of node interactions beyond simple co-occurrence relationships. It is also important to stress out that, the first term of Eq. (4) does not depend on parameter η w l ,v ; this will bring an advantage during the optimization process. Initially, we sample a set of N random walks based on a chosen walk strategy. This strategy can be any context sampling process, such as uniform random walks (as in DEEPWALK) or biased random walks (as in NODE2VEC). Then, based on the chosen instance of the EFGE model, we learn center and context embedding vectors. In this paper, we have examined three particular instances of the EFGE model, that represent well known exponential family distributions. In particular, we utilize the Bernoulli, Poisson, and Normal distributions leading to the corresponding EFGE-BERN, EFGE-POIS and EFGE-NORM models. For illustration purposes, Fig. 1 depicts the Dolphins network composed by two communities and the embeddings in two dimensions as computed by different models. As we can observe, for this particular toy example, the proposed EFGE-BERN and EFGE-POIS models learn representations that are able to differentiate nodes with respect to their communities. In the following sections, we analyze the properties of these models in detail.
The EFGE-BERN Model
Our first model is the EFGE-BERN model, in which we assume that each y w l ,v follows a Bernoulli distribution which is equal to 1 if node v appears in the context set of w l in the walk w ∈ W. It can be written as
indicates the appearance of v in the context of w l at the specific position j (−γ ≤ j ≤ γ). We can express the objective function of the EFGE-BERN model, L B (α, β), by dividing Eq. (4) into two parts with respect to the values of x l+j w l ,v : 
Note that, the exponential form of a Bernoulli distribution with a parameter π is exp (ηx − A(η)), where the lognormalizer A(η) is log(1 + exp(η)) and the parameter π is the sigmoid function σ(η) = 1/ 1 − exp(−η)) . Therefore, we can rewrite the objective function L B (α, β) as follows:
We choose the identity map for the link function f (·), so η v,u becomes equal to the product of vectors α[v] and β [u] .
Relationship to negative sampling. Although the negative sampling strategy (Mikolov et al. 2013 ) was proposed to approximate the objective function of the Skip-Gram model for node representation, any rigorous theoretical argument showing the connection between them has not been provided. In Lemma 1, we show that the log-likelihood L B (α, β) of the EFGE-BERN model in fact converges to the objective function of negative sampling given in Eq. (5).
In our implementation, we adopt negative sampling in order to improve the efficiency of the computation.
for large values of k.
Proof. Please see the appendix.
The EFGE-POIS Model
In this model, we will use the Poisson distribution to capture the relationship between context and center nodes in a random walk sequence. Let y w l ,v be a value indicating the number of occurrences of node v in the context of w l . We assume that y w l ,v follows a Poisson distribution, with the mean valueλ w l ,v being the number of appearances of node v in the context N w γ (w l ). Similar to the previous model, it can be ex-
, since the sum of independent Poisson random variables is also Poisson. By plugging the exponential form of the Poisson distribution into Eq. (3), we can derive the objective function L P (α, β) of the model as:
where the base measure h(y w l ,v ) is equal to 1/y w l ,v !. Note that, the number of occurrence y w l ,v is equal to 0 if v does not appear in the context of w l ∈ V. Following a similar strategy as in the EFGE-BERN model, the equation can be split into two parts for the cases where y w l ,v > 0 and y w l ,v = 0. That way, we can adopt the negative sampling strategy (given in Eq. (5)) as follows:
Note that, in the EFGE-POIS model, we do not specify any particular link function -thus, the natural parameter is equal to the product of the embeddings vectors. 
The EFGE-NORM Model
If a node v appears in the context of w l more frequently with respect to other nodes, we can say that v has a higher interaction with w l than the rest ones. Therefore, we will consider each y w l ,v in this model as an edge weight indicating the relationship between the nodes w l and v. We assume that
Hence, we obtain that y w l ,v ∼ N (μ,σ 2 ), wherẽ µ is the number of occurrences of v in the context if we follow a similar assumption y w l ,v = γ j=−γ x l+j w l ,v as in the previous model. The definition of the objective function, L N (α, β), for the EFGE-NORM model is defined as follows:
2πσ for known variance. In this model, we choose the link function as f (x) = exp(−x), so η w l ,u is defined as exp(−β[w l ] α[u]).
Optimization
For the optimization we use Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD) (Bottou 1991) to learn representations Ω = (α, β). Since we use exponential family distributions, we have a general form of the objective function given in Eq. (4). As it is computationally very expensive to compute gradients for each node pair, we take advantage of the fact that we have formulated the objective function of each model in such a way that it could be divided into two parts according to the values of x l+j w l ,u ; thus, we adopt the negative sampling strategy, setting sampling size to k = 5 in all the experiments. For the update of learning parameters and for generating negative samples, we follow the approach described in (Perozzi, Al-Rfou, and Skiena 2014; Mikolov et al. 2013) . 
Experimental Evaluation
In this section, we evaluate the performance of the proposed models with respect to several node embedding baseline techniques in the node classification and link prediction tasks over various networks shown in Table 1 .
Baseline methods. We evaluate the three proposed EFGE models against five state-of-the-art NRL techniques. (i) DEEPWALK (Perozzi, Al-Rfou, and Skiena 2014) generates a set of node sequences by choosing a node uniformly at random from the neighbours of the node it currently resides.
(ii) NODE2VEC (Grover and Leskovec 2016) relies on a biased random walk strategy, introducing two additional parameters which are used to determine the behaviour of the random walk in visiting nodes close to the one currently residing at. We simply set these parameters to 1.0. (iii) LINE (Tang et al. 2015) learns embeddings that are based on first-order and second-order proximity (each one of length d/2). (iv) HOPE (Ou et al. 2016 ) is a matrix factorization method which aims at extracting feature vectors by preserving higher order patterns of the network (in our experiments, we have used the Katz index). (v) NETMF (Qiu et al. 2018) aims at factorizing the matrix approximated by the pointwise mutual information of center and context pairs. In our experiments, we have used walk length L = 10, number of walks N = 80 and window size γ = 10 for all models and the variants of EFGE model are fed with the same node sequences produced by NODE2VEC.
Node Classification
Experimental setup. In the classification task, we aim to predict the correct labels of nodes having access to a limited number of training labels (i.e., nodes with known label).
In our experiments, we split the nodes into varying training ratios, from 2% up to 90% in order to better evaluate the models. We perform our experiments applying an onevs-rest logistic regression classifier with L 2 regularization 1 , computing the Micro-F 1 score (the Macro-F 1 score over a wide range of training ratios is also presented in the Appendix). We repeat the experiments for 50 times and report the average score for each network.
Experiment results. Table 2a shows the classification performance on the CiteSeer network. In all cases, the proposed models outperform the baselines, with the EFGE- 1 We have used the scikit-learn package in the implementation. NORM and EFGE-POIS models being the best performing ones. The EFGE-NORM model shows the best performance among the three EFGE models, for most training sizes. The percentage gain for Micro-F 1 score of our best model with respect to the highest baseline score, is varying from 0.61% up to 9.33%. For the results on the Cora network shown in Table 2b , the EFGE-NORM model outperforms the baseline methods for small training set sizes of up to 10%. The EFGE-POIS also shows similar characteristics, while the EFGE-BERN model has comparable performance to NODE2VEC. The EFGE-NORM model has a gain of 4.0% against the best of baselines. For large training sets above 30%, NETMF is the best performing model over the Cora network. Lastly, moving on the results on the DBLP network shown in Table 2c , the EFGE-NORM model shows the best performance in all cases under the Micro-F 1 scores. The highest Micro-F 1 gain of our proposed models against the best performing baseline is around 4.51%.
Overall, the classification experiments show that the proposed EFGE-POIS and EFGE-NORM models perform quite well, outperforming most baselines especially on a limited number of training data. This can qualitatively be explained by the fact that, those exponential family distribution models enable to capture the number of occurrences of a node within the context of another one, while learning the embedding vectors. Of course, the structural properties of the network, such as the existence of community structure, might affect the performance of these models. For instance, as we have seen in the toy example of Fig. 1 , the existence of well defined communities at the Dolphins network, allows Table 3 : Area Under Curve (AUC) scores for link prediction.
the EFGE-POIS model to learn more discriminative embeddings with respect to the underlying communities (as we expect to have repetitions of nodes that belong to the same community while sampling the context of a node based on random walks).
Link Prediction
Experimental set-up. In the link prediction task, the goal is to predict the missing edges or to estimate possible future connections between nodes. For this experiment, we randomly remove half of the edges of a given network, keeping the residual network connected. Then, we learn node representations using the residual network. The removed edges as well as a randomly chosen set of the same number of node pairs form the testing set. For the training set, we sample the same number of non-existing edges following the same strategy to have negative samples, and the edges in the residual network are used as positive instances. Since we learn embedding vectors for the nodes of the graph, we use the extracted node representations to build edge feature vectors using the Hadamard product operator. Let a, b ∈ R d be the embeddings of two nodes u, v ∈ V respectively. Then, under the Hadamard operator, the embedding of the corresponding edge between u and v will be computed as:
In all experiments, we have used the logistic regression classifier with L 2 regularization over the networks listed in Table 1 .
Experiment results. Table 3 shows the area under curve (AUC) scores for the link prediction task. Since the networks used in the node classification experiments consist of disconnected components, we perform the link prediction experiments on the largest connected component. As it can be seen in Table 3 , the EFGE-NORM model is performing quite well on almost all different types of networks. Although NODE2VEC is quite effective having similar performance in two datasets, it is outperformed by EFGE-NORM from 0.04% up to 18.29% in the remaining networks.
Parameter Sensitivity
In this subsection, we evaluate how the performance of our models is affected under different parameter settings. In particular, we mainly examine the effect of embedding dimension d and the effect of the window size γ used to sample context nodes. More detailed analysis including the effect of the standard deviation σ of the EFGE-NORM model is provided in the Appendix.
The effect of dimension size. The dimension size d of embedding vectors is a crucial parameter that can affect the performance of a model. We have conducted experiments examining the effect of embedding dimension d on the Citeseer network. As it can be seen in Fig. 2a , the increase in the dimension size has positive affect for all models over Micro-F 1 scores. When the dimension size increases from 32 up to 224, we observe a gain of around 18% for training set constructed from 50% of the network. The effect of window size. Since the appearance or the number of occurrences of a node in the context of a center node is of importance for the EFGE models, we analyze their sensitivity under different window sizes γ on the CiteSeer network. Figure 2b depicts the Micro-F 1 scores for training set composed by 50% of the network. As we can observe, both the EFGE-NORM and EFGE-POIS models have the tendency to show better performance for large window sizes, since they directly model the number of occurrences of nodes within a random walk sequence -and potentially are benefited by a large γ value. On the contrary, the performance of the EFGE-BERN model (which in fact captures simple co-occurrence relationships, resembling NODE2VEC) deteriorates for large window sizes.
Related Work
Network representation learning. The traditional unsupervised feature learning methods aim at factorizing some matrix representation of the graph, which has been designed by taking into account the properties of a given network (Hamilton, Ying, and Leskovec 2017) . Laplacian Eigenmaps (Belkin and Niyogi 2001) and IsoMap (Tenenbaum, Silva, and Langford 2000) are just some of those approaches targeting to preserve first-order proximity of nodes. More recently, proposed algorithms including GRAREP (Cao, Lu, and Xu 2015) and HOPE (Ou et al. 2016) , aim at preserving higher order proximities. Nevertheless, despite the fact that matrix factorization approaches offer an elegant way to capture the desired properties, they mainly suffer from their time complexity. LINE (Tang et al. 2015) and SDNE (Wang, Cui, and Zhu 2016) both optimize more sophisticated objective functions that preserve both first-and second-order proximities at the cost of an increased computational complexity, while VERSE (Tsitsulin et al. 2018) utilizes node similarity measures to learn node representations. In addition, community structure properties can also be taken into account in the NRL process. The authors of (Wang et al. 2017) , proposed a matrix factorization algorithm that incorporates the community structure into the embedding process, implicitly focusing on the quantity of modularity. Random walk-based methods (Hamilton, Ying, and Leskovec 2017) have gained considerable attention, mainly due the efficiency of the Skip-Gram model. DEEPWALK performs uniform random walks to sample context nodes, while NODE2VEC and its extensions (Grover and Leskovec 2016; Nguyen and Malliaros 2018) simulate biased-random walks that provide a trade-off between breadth-first and depth-first graph traversals. Following this line of research, distinct random sampling strategies have been proposed and various methods have emerged (Ribeiro, Saverese, and Figueiredo 2017) . In all those cases though, the softmax function is used model center-context relationships, something that might restrict the performance of the models. More recently, Skip-Gram-based methods were extended to multiple vector representations, aiming at capturing multiple roles of nodes in the case of inherent overlapping communities (Epasto and Perozzi 2019). In addition, it was recently shown that DEEP-WALK and NODE2VEC implicitly perform matrix factorizations (Qiu et al. 2018; Qiu et al. 2019) .
Recently, there is an intense research effort on Graph Neural Network (GNN) architectures (Wu et al. 2019) , including graph convolutional networks, autoencoders and diffusion models. Most of these approaches are supervised or semisupervised, requiring labeled data in the training step, while here we are interested in unsupervised models.
Exponential families. In the related literature, exponential family distributions have been utilized to learn embeddings for high-dimensional data of different types (e.g., market basket analysis) (Rudolph et al. 2016; Liu et al. 2017; Rudolph et al. 2017 ). As we have presented, our approach generalizes exponential family embedding models to graphs.
Conclusions
In this paper, we introduced exponential family graph embeddings (EFGE), proposing three instances (EFGE-BERN, EFGE-POIS and EFGE-NORM) that generalize random walk approaches to exponential families. The benefit of these models stems from the fact that they allow to utilize exponential family distributions over center-context node pairs, going beyond simple co-occurrence relationships. We have also examined how the objective functions of the models can be expressed in a way that negative sampling can be applied to scale the learning process. The experimental results have demonstrated that instances of the EFGE model are able to outperform widely used baseline methods. As future work, we plan to further generalize the model to other exponential family distributions.
Proof. Let q − (·|w l ) be the true conditional distribution of a random walk method for generating context nodes defined over V. Then, it can be written that
where the second line follows from the law of large numbers for the sample size of k, and k is set to |V| − 1 in the fourth line. 
if the model parameter π w l ,v is defined by p(Z w l ,v > 0).
Proof. Let y w l ,v follow a Bernoulli distribution with parameter π w l ,v and it is equal to 1 if v ∈ N γ (w l ), and 0 otherwise. Then, the objective function L B (α, β) can be divided into parts as follows:
Dataset Description
Here we provide a detailed description of the graph datasets 2 used in our study.
• CiteSeer is a citation network obtained from the CiteSeer library, in which each node corresponds to a paper and the edges indicate reference relationships among papers. The labels represent the subjects of the paper.
• Cora is another citation network constructed from the publications in the machine learning area; the documents are classified into seven categories.
• DBLP is a co-authorship graph, where an edge exists between nodes if two authors have co-authored at least one paper. The labels represent the research areas.
• AstroPh is another collaboration network built from the papers submitted to the ArXiv repository for the Astro Physics subject area, from January 1993 to April 2003.
• HepTh network is constructed in a similar way from the papers submitted to ArXiv for the High Energy Physics -Theory category.
• GrQc is our last collaboration network which has been constructed from the e-prints submitted to the category of General Relativity and Quantum Cosmology.
• Facebook is a social network extracted from a survey conducted via a Facebook application. 
Complementary Experimental Results for Node Classification
In this section we present complementary experimental results for node classification by reporting the Micro-F 1 and Macro-F 1 scores for training size ratios varying from 1% up to 90%. The scores are presented in Tables 4, 5 and 6.
Parameter Sensitivity
In this section, we perform some further sensitivity analysis experiments. In particular, we present complementary experiments where we examine the effect of embedding dimension d and the effect of the window size γ used to sample context nodes for the different models over different training set ratios. Table 6 : Node classification for varying training sizes for the DBLP network. For each method, the first row indicates the Micro-F 1 scores and the second one shows the Macro-F 1 scores.
